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CLEAN POLITICAL RISKS WITH JUNIORS

FAILURES and the cry of dirty politics will be the outcome of the following passage: "The adoption of the electoral college if only a small proportion of the class takes an active interest in the voting. A majority of the class must express a definite opinion or the whole class will be deprived of meaning and of co-operative use."

We are not only selecting an election but regarding it by many with a suspicion of tainted politics. Whether such an attitude be justified or not in nature those which have been created by the original Senior election it can be extinguished by a very heavy vote, both in the referendum tomorrow and the new elections, if the latter should be decided on favorably.

The Juniors have the integrity of Technology's democratic government in their hands. Its entire future, as well as the possibilities of further and more practical influence, of obtaining student opinion, depend on the number of 1924 men who elect their own future, or by their failure to regard their privilege of voting as a duty, as contrasted with a mere right. The duty not only to themselves, but to the honor of Technology.

DEFENDING A CHALLENGED PRINCIPLE

THOSE of the Faculty who are of Professor Jackson's frame of mind should get the idea out of their heads that the only function of activities is to put additional work on a man. Moreover, all activities and extra-curricular studies are done with the regular curriculum of studies. They are supplementary to it. More often than not Professor Jackson distinguishes the question of time devoted to studying. Granted that the work assigned should be done, does it follow that a student neglecting the cigs of the campus companion or thinking by doing it in a minimum of time, provided, of course, of quality, the work assigned? We feel that, instead of the scientific method of thinking learned only through four years of college, the character of the student is what makes the character of the institution.

Professor Jackson seems to leave out the human side of the issue completely when he states that activities are not as those engaged in deep scientific research. But dynamics and electronics are not the only subjects which are being studied by the regular curriculum of studies. They are supplementals, to it.

We must study men as well. Not only the best, but the only method by-.

Training, Not Jobs, for Course Via Men

By Professor W. H. Timbke

The governing function of the so-called "sophisticated" or "new" writing is to put additional work on a man. The result will be a constructive course of experience and not at the expense of any of it.

Governing function of the so-called "sophisticated" or "new" writing is to put additional work on a man. The result will be a constructive course of experience and not at the expense of any of it.

The Lounger may possess hot air, but he's no blockhead. And just to

Arab and Sivni (instead of Arab Canus.)

At the instance of our Professor

DREDGING "RUDOLF" TO THE

The Faculty are requesting for us.

The "Arab" and "Rudolf" are two of the faculty members. The faculty members have been selected for their special needs and their special status. The faculty members have been selected for their special needs and their special status. The faculty members have been selected for their special needs and their special status. The faculty members have been selected for their special needs and their special status.

It seems we are narrow minded. Or at least we are not wide open to different ideas. Why should a poor person be denied the opportunity to be

The faculty members have been selected for their special needs and their special status.

COMMUNICATION

WANTED:

50 Leaders

Each leader is to specialize in one of the following fields:

LITERATURE:

STONE & WEBSTER INCORPORATED

BUILDING MATERIALS MANUFACTURERS

STONE & WEBSTER

OFFICE SPACE

STORDY & WEBSTER INCORPORATED

WANTED:

Pianist and Saxophonist for Summer Engagement with Considerable Experience and Good Appearance. Please call Brookline 1565.